Windward Sorcerer Released Into The Galaxy On Star Wars Day
May 4, 2013
Boulder, CO – Windward, the expert in data display and analysis, is debuting a new data connection
utility to coincide with May 4, also known as Star Wars Day. The Windward Sorcerer is a stand-alone tool
that enables anyone to seamlessly create data connections to information stored in databases and other
data repositories.
Sorcerer features SQL & XPath wizards that walk users through creating complex selects, allowing them
to see what their select statements look like before having to recreate them. In addition, select
debuggers for SQL & XPath provide full information for a select that fails.
"Although Jedi and Sith aren't really sorcerers, Sorcerer provides some power similar to that of the
Force, such as a limited prescience," said Logan Miles, Windward sales engineer. "So instead of Yoda
being able to see possible futures, you can see the parameters for successfully connecting to your
database."
Sorcerer makes it easy for programmers and non-programmers alike to connect to databases, and it also
provides the connection string needed to make the same connection in any other program. Plus, it
allows users to figure out how to connect to a SQL database using an ADO.NET connector or how to
connect to an XML datasource using the .NET XML runtime libraries.
A free demo download of the $79.95 product is available at http://go.windward.net/SorcererDemo_SorcererLP.html.
"Sorcerer lets you escape hours of trial and error as easily as Han Solo escaped Greedo in the original
Episode IV," Miles added. "And we'd like to emphasize that no Bothans will have to give their lives to get
your connection information."
For more information, please visit http://go.windward.net/Sorcerer-Demo_SorcererLP.html

The Windward Sorcerer's powerful SQL Debugger guides users through making database
connections.
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